
DATE: ___________________________    NAME: ________________________________

1) President_____________________ was in office during the 1st moon landing.

2) The hottest planet, ________________, was named after the goddess of love..

3) 1,000 earths could fit inside of the planet ________________.

4) The red planet is called ______________ and named after the god of war.

5) All of the planets __________________ around the sun.

6) John Glenn was the first American to _____________ the earth.

7) The sun is ______________________ away from earth.

8) A minor planet inside a solar system is call an __________________.

9) Sir Isaac Newton is famous for the law of ___________________. 

10) The moon is about ________________________ miles from Earth.

11) A _____________ is made of ice & dust & has a tail when passing near the sun.

12) It was the goal of President _______________________ for the U.S. to land the first man on

the moon.

13) Yuri Gagarin was the world’s first Russian________________________.

14) The moon is Earth’s own natural ______________________.

15) Light travels at _________________________ miles per second.

16) Buzz _________________ was the second man to walk on the moon.

17) The National Areonautics and Space Administration is known as ____________________.

18) Some _________________ don’t believe Pluto is really a planet.

19) Our _________________ is called the Milky Way.

20) ____________________ is the eighth planet & named after the god of the sea.

21} A synonym for universe is ______________________.

22} A group of stars that form a shape or pattern is called a ______________________.

galaxy,  comet, cosmos, orbit, Venus,  Jupiter, constellation,  astronaut,  

revolve, satellite, Neptune, astronomers, Kennedy,  Nixon,   186,000,    

Aldrin,   96,000,000,    240,000, gravity, NASA, asteroid,  Mars,
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answers:

1} Nixon;  2} Venus;  3} Jupiter;  4} Mars;  5} revolve;  6} orbit;  7} 96,000,000; 

8} asteroid;  9} gravity;  10} 225,000;  11} comet  12} Kennedy;  13} astronaut;

14} satellite;  15} 186,000;  16} Aldren;  17} NASA;  18} astronomers;  19} galaxy;

20} Neptune  21} cosmos;  22} constellation


